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Direct double ionization of the Ar+(3p−1) ion by a single photon is investigated both experimen-
tally and theoretically. The photon-ion merged-beams technique was employed at the Advanced
Light Source in Berkeley, USA, to measure absolute cross sections in the energy range from 60
to 150 eV. In this range, three contributions to the double ionization of Ar+ are to be expected:
the removal of two 3p electrons, of a 3s and a 3p electron, and of two 3s electrons. Among the
possible mechanisms leading to double ionization, the TS1 (two-step one) process dominates in
the near-threshold region. In TS1 a photoelectron is ejected and, on its way out, knocks out a
secondary electron. This two-step mechanism is treated theoretically by multiplying the calculated
cross section for direct single photoionization of a given subshell with the calculated (e,2e) ionization
probability for the ejected photoelectron to knock off a secondary electron. The calculated cross
section is in very good agreement with the experiment.

I. INTRODUCTION9

Direct, or non-sequential, ejection of two electrons10

from an atom or a molecule by a single photon is one11

of the most fundamental few-body processes in atomic12

physics. This process is different from inner-shell exci-13

tation or ionization with subsequent Auger decays, since14

direct photo double ionization (PDI) is characterized by15

the almost simultaneous ejection of two electrons from16

a neutral or electrically charged atom or molecule that17

absorbs the incident photon. Characteristic time spans18

for PDI depend on the mechanism involved and are at19

most of the order of the flight time of an ionizing elec-20

tron through an atom, that is typically of the order of, or21

below 100 attoseconds [1]. In contrast, an atomic Auger22

decay is a much slower process typically taking tens of23

femtoseconds to proceed [2] but may also take more than24

several microseconds [3].25

Three mechanisms have been discussed and experi-26

mentally demonstrated for neutral atoms: the so-called27

two-step one (TS1), the shake-off (SO) and the quasifree28

mechanism (QFM) ([4] and references therein). In TS129

a photoelectron is ejected which, on its way out, knocks30

out a second electron. SO is the result of the sudden re-31

moval of the photoelectron and the subsequent change of32

the potential in which the other electrons reside. With a33

certain probability, one of these electrons may relax to an34

unbound state, that is, it is shaken off to the continuum.35

In both of these cases, the photon primarily couples to36

the dipole formed by one electron and the nucleus. QFM37

is the quadrupole contribution to photo double ioniza-38

tion. It is characterized by the back-to-back ejection of39

two electrons with similar energies while the nucleus is40

merely a spectator remaining almost at rest.41
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TS1 dominates the PDI cross section at lower pho-42

ton energies. At higher energies SO takes over and43

QFM is generally a very small contribution [4]. TS1 is44

uniquely facilitated through the electron-electron interac-45

tion (EEI). Thus, double photoionization is very sensitive46

to the details of the EEI. A typical system for studying47

double photoionization has long been the helium atom,48

for which numerous experimental and theoretical investi-49

gations have been performed ([4] and references therein).50

The theoretical investigations have naturally been ex-51

tended to heliumlike ions to study the competition of52

the Coulomb attraction of the nucleus versus the EEI as53

the charge of the nucleus increases [5]. With increasing54

nuclear charge the relativistic effects become more im-55

portant [6].56

While numerous experiments on PDI of neutral atoms57

and molecules have been carried out [7], there are only58

few experiments yet in which PDI of ions has been in-59

vestigated ([8] and references therein). An advantage60

of using ion beams as targets for photoionization is the61

capability for measuring absolute cross sections as ex-62

plained in Sec. II. For atomic targets, typically relative63

PDI cross sections have been measured, which were then64

normalized either to theory or to cross sections for pho-65

toabsorption. The most recent measurement on photode-66

tachment from C− ions demonstrated the role of K-shell67

PDI, i.e. double core-hole production, in net multiple (up68

to five-fold) ionization of an ion with relatively few elec-69

trons [9]. The reasons for the scarcity of experimental70

results for PDI of ions are low cross sections and the low71

particle densities that can be achieved with ionic tar-72

gets. Considerably larger cross sections are observed for73

direct double ionization of atoms and ions by electron74

impact [10].75

The present experiment aims at an improved under-76

standing of PDI of ions. By the comparison with a newly77

developed theoretical approach [11] the power of that the-78
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ory in predicting PDI cross sections for ions is tested. It79

is hoped that a broader data base for PDI of ions along80

isoelectronic or isonuclear sequences will help to estab-81

lish general scaling laws similar to those found for neu-82

tral atoms [12] and for the helium isoelectronic sequence83

of ions [13]. In particular, PDI of the Ar+(3p−1) ion in84

its ground-state configuration is investigated. Previously,85

electron-impact double ionization of Ar+ has been stud-86

ied experimentally [14, 15]. For such processes a satisfy-87

ing theoretical description is not available to date. Ar+88

ions were also targeted in previous single- and multiple89

photoionization measurements [16, 17], however, the as-90

pect of direct photo-double ionization was not addressed91

in those studies.92

II. EXPERIMENT93

The experiments were carried out at the ion-photon-94

beam (IPB) facility [18] that was previously available at95

the Advanced Light Source (ALS) in Berkeley, California.96

The photon-ion merged-beams technique [19, 20] was em-97

ployed. Details of the experimental set-up and proce-98

dures have been described in detail previously [18, 21].99

Here, only a brief account of the experiment is provided100

together with its specific parameters.101

Ar+ ions were produced in an electron-cyclotron-102

resonance ion source. After acceleration to an energy of103

6 keV, the ion beam extracted from the source was mass-104

over-charge analyzed by a dipole magnet. The selected105

Ar+ beam component was collimated and deflected onto106

the axis of the interaction region where it was merged107

with a counter-propagating beam of synchrotron radia-108

tion that was made available at beamline 10.0.1. By a109

second dipole magnet the ions were separated from the110

photon beam. The photon flux was measured by a photo-111

diode. The parent ion beam was collected in a large Fara-112

day cup inside the magnet chamber while the Ar3+ prod-113

uct ions were deflected one more time (by 180 degrees114

out of plane to suppress background from stray particles115

and photons) before they entered a single-particle detec-116

tor with a large sensitive area of 15 mm diameter. The117

available ion-beam current was about 1 µA. In the inves-118

tigated energy range of 60 to 150 eV the photon flux var-119

ied between approximately 0.7 and 2×1014 s−1 at a res-120

olution of 200 meV. Background count rates were of the121

order of 200 s−1. The maximum Ar3+ signal count rate122

observed during the measurements was about 1700 s−1.123

It was obtained at approximately 90 eV photon energy124

where both the cross section and the photon flux were125

high.126

In relative scan measurements the count rate, the pho-127

ton flux and the ion-beam current were recorded as func-128

tions of the photon energy. By subtracting the back-129

ground count rate measured below the threshold for di-130

rect double ionization of Ar+ the true signal rate could131

be determined. From the measured quantities relative132

yields of Ar3+ photoproducts normalized to photon flux133
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FIG. 1. (color online) Ion yield at the double-ionization
threshold. The photon-energy resolution was 300 meV. The
open circles with one-standard-deviation error bars are from
a scan measurement. The red line is a fit to the experimental
data on the basis of the Pattard formula [23]. The vertical
bars show the lowest double-ionization thresholds for Ar+ in
the 2P3/2 ground level and the associated (metastable) 2P1/2

upper fine-structure level.

and ion current were obtained. For the measurement of134

absolute cross sections the overlap of the photon and ion135

beams had to be quantified. For this purpose a poten-136

tial of 500 V was applied to a drift tube with a length of137

(29.4±0.6) cm coaxially mounted along the merge path138

with a total length of about 1.4 m. Thereby, the product139

ions generated inside the drift tube were energy-tagged,140

that is, they could be separated from ions of the same141

charge state born outside the interaction region. By ap-142

plying a non-zero potential to the drift tube, also the143

effective length of the interaction region is defined. The144

overall form factor [22] that characterizes the beam over-145

lap was determined from that length and from the results146

of three area-overlap measurements with horizontal and147

vertical scanning slits at three positions near the entrance148

and exit apertures and in the middle of the interaction149

region. The overall form factors in the absolute cross-150

section measurements were between 300 and 350 cm−1
151

indicating very good overlap of the photon and ion beams152

given the beam sizes available at the IPB endstation.153

Systematic relative uncertainties of absolute measure-154

ments were estimated to be ±19% [21]. Statistical un-155

certainties of each single absolute measurement were re-156

duced to insignificance by choosing long counting times of157

hundreds of seconds. For energy-scan measurements two-158

standard-deviation statistical uncertainties at the cross-159

section maximum were about ±9%. The scan measure-160

ments were combined and normalized to the absolute161

cross sections by multiplication with a suitable factor.162

The photon energy axis was calibrated with an un-163

certainty of ±0.2 eV. Fig. 1 shows the result of an en-164

ergy scan around the expected double-ionization thresh-165

old near 68 eV. The Ar+ ion beam used in this experi-166

ment is expected to contain ions in two different levels,167

the 2P3/2 ground level and the first excited metastable168
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2P1/2 level, both forming the ground-configuration fine-169

structure doublet. For the ground level of Ar+ the170

minimum energy required to release two electrons is171

68.365 eV, for the excited level it is 68.167 eV. These172

threshold energies can be inferred from the NIST Atomic173

Spectra Database [24]. They are indicated by the ver-174

tical bars in Fig. 1. A fit of the experimental data175

with the formula suggested by Pattard for describing176

PDI cross sections [23] yields an experimental thresh-177

old energy of 68.30±0.13 eV. The uncertainty of the ex-178

perimentally determined threshold approximately spans179

the fine-structure splitting of the ground configuration.180

The deviation of the experimentally determined double-181

ionization threshold from the minimum energy needed182

to release two electrons from the metastable level is less183

than the uncertainty of the energy axis.184

III. THEORY185

The presently employed theoretical model is described186

in detail in [11]. In brief, the model treats the TS1 pro-187

cess as a sequence of the single photoionization of the188

primary target (Ar+ in the present case) followed by the189

electron impact ionization of the residual ion (Ar2+ in the190

case under consideration). The approximation is made191

that the energy is conserved between these two stages192

of the TS1 process. A complete theoretical description193

should, in principle, include the virtual excitation and194

ionization processes that do not conserve the energy in195

the intermediate state. Such a theoretical description196

can be achieved for He-like targets [13], lithium [25] and197

alkaline earth metal atoms [26]. However, it is not pos-198

sible at present for many-electron targets such as Ar or199

Ar+. For the latter targets, a perturbation theory is em-200

ployed leaving out many-electron correlation processes.201

In fact, the PDI of the valence shell of Ar was one of the202

first processes of this kind to be considered theoretically203

[27, 28]. Significantly later, a similar lowest order per-204

turbation theory (LOPT) treatment was extended to the205

Ar L-shell [29].206

The present theory goes beyond the LOPT as many-207

electron correlations are taken into account both in208

the single ionization and the electron impact ionization209

stages, but not between them. The PDI cross-section is210

presented in the form211

σ2+(ω) = σ+(ω) × σ2+(ω)

σ+(ω)
, (1)

where the ratio of the double-to-single ionization cross-212

sections is expressed via the inelastic scattering phase213

µJ=1 of the photoelectron on the residual ion in the214

dipole channel [11, 30]215

σ2+(ω)

σ+(ω)
= µJ=1(E) = ImΣJ=1(E) . (2)

The latter is equal to the imaginary part of the single-216

electron Green’s function in the same dipole scattering217

channel. The electron-impact ionization in the dipole218

singlet channel represents an absorption of a virtual pho-219

ton which is utilized in the concept of “a poor-man’s syn-220

chrotron” [31, 32]. Importantly, the photoelectron energy221

is obtained by the energy conservation E = ω− Ip where222

Ip is the ionization potential of the primary PDI target223

and ω is the photon energy.224

The single-photoionization cross section is evaluated225

using the random phase approximation with exchange226

(RPAE) [30]. The inelastic photoelectron scattering is227

calculated by solving the integral equation for the re-228

ducible self-energy part of the one-particle Green’s func-229

tion [33]. Both techniques include many-electron cor-230

relations. Numerical implementation of the RPAE and231

inelastic scattering techniques is provided by the atom232

suite of programs [34].233

The present theoretical approach is applicable both to234

neutral and electrically charged atoms. The accuracy of235

the calculations is expected to be somewhat reduced in236

cases where electron correlations are particularly impor-237

tant, e.g., in processes involving the valence shells of neg-238

ative ions or neutral atoms. A comparison of the present239

theory for valence-shell PDI of neutral Ar with experi-240

ments [35, 36] shows quite reasonable agreement, with241

minor deficiencies in the low-energy region. For posi-242

tive ions and especially with increasing ion charge states243

the outer-shell electrons are more strongly bound by the244

Coulomb field of the ionic core and the role of many-245

electron correlation decreases. This diminishes the effect246

of the virtual intermediate states that do not conserve en-247

ergy and are neglected in the present model. As a result,248

the accuracy of the calculations for the Ar+ ion should249

be quite satisfactory.250

IV. RESULTS251

The measured absolute cross sections for single-photon252

direct double ionization of Ar+(3s23p5 2P) are displayed253

in Fig. 2. The cross section maximum of approxi-254

mately 70 kb is reached at a photon energy of about255

100 eV. In the investigated energy range extending from256

60 to 150 eV two electrons can be removed above the257

lowest threshold of 68.19 eV. Also from the NIST ta-258

bles [24] one can conclude that a 3s plus a 3p electron259

can be removed above a minimum threshold of 82.8 eV.260

The minimum threshold for removing two 3s electrons261

from Ar+(3s23p5 2P) has been estimated by the Cowan262

code [37] to be about 104 eV. Thus, in the investigated263

energy range all combinations of two electrons from the264

3s and 3p subshells are energetically allowed to con-265

tribute to direct double ionization of Ar+.266

The individual cross sections for removal of two elec-267

trons from the 3p subshell (3p+3p), one from the 3p and268

one from the 3s subshell (3s+ 3p) and both from the 3s269

subshell (3s+3s) have been calculated using the method270

described in Sec. III. These contributions are summed271

to model the measured double-ionization cross section as272
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FIG. 2. (color online) Absolute cross section for direct dou-
ble ionization of the ground-configuration Ar+ ion by a singe
photon measured at energy resolution 200 meV. The large
solid circles with dark (blue) shading and large error bars
are the results of absolute cross section measurements with
their total uncertainties. The solid circles with two-standard-
deviation error bars were obtained by energy-scan measure-
ments and then normalized to the absolute cross sections. The
solid (red) line is the result of the present theoretical calcula-
tions shifted in energy by -1.8 eV. It is the sum of the partial
cross sections for removing two electrons from the M shell,
both from the 3p subshell (3p+ 3p), one from the 3p and one
from the 3s subshell (3s+ 3p), and both from the 3s subshell
(3s + 3s). The individual accumulated contributions to the
measured cross section are differently shaded (colored).

shown in Fig. 2. The calculated threshold energies for273

these contributions are somewhat higher than the num-274

bers resulting from the NIST tables. This is understand-275

able since Hartree-Fock orbital energies are used in the276

calculation, so that the calculations overestimate thresh-277

old energies. In addition, the theory does not include278

fine-structure splittings. In order to match the onset of279

the experimental cross section at about 68 eV the calcu-280

lated cross sections are shifted by 1.8 eV towards lower281

photon energies. With this shift, the sum of the calcu-282

lated contributions is in very good agreement with the283

measured cross sections.284

The (3p + 3p) contribution (light green shading in285

Fig. 2) dominates the measured cross section by far. The286

combination (3s + 3p) (light brown shading in Fig. 2)287

contributes 10 to 16% to the total cross section at en-288

ergies between 100 and 150 eV while the removal of two289

electrons from the 3s subshell (3s+3s) (magenta shading290

in Fig. 2) provides an almost negligible contribution. It291

should be noted that two vacancies in the 3s subshell are292

not sufficient to energetically allow for the removal of one293

more electron from the intermediate Ar3+(3s03p5) ion by294

an Auger decay. Therefore, the calculated 3s+3s contri-295

bution fully contributes to the observed PDI cross section296

without an additional factor accounting for a branching297

ratio. The same is of course all the more true for the298

3s + 3p contribution with only one single 3s vacancy in299

the intermediate state.300

V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK301

Absolute cross sections for direct double ionization of302

the Ar+ valence shell by a single photon have been mea-303

sured. The cross section maximum is only about 70 kb,304

two and a half orders of magnitude smaller than the305

maximum of all non-resonant contributions to photo sin-306

gle ionization of the Ar+ ion. The measurement of the307

relatively small cross sections was made possible by the308

high photon flux available at beamline 10.0.1. at the Ad-309

vanced Light Source and the sensitivity of the photon-310

ion merged-beams apparatus employed in this experi-311

ment. Very good agreement with the experimental re-312

sults is obtained by applying a recently developed the-313

oretical approach in which the dominant two-step one314

(TS1) mechanism prevailing in the low-energy regime is315

described by a product of the cross section for direct sin-316

gle ionization and the probability for the ejection of a317

second electron by the subsequent (e,2e) half collision of318

the photoelectron with the ionic core. The theoretical319

method is promising to provide very useful results for320

atomic systems with many electrons where conventional321

methods such as time-dependent [38] and convergent [39]322

close-coupling calculations face problems with extremely323

high computational cost. It will be interesting to see324

how well the present theoretical approach can predict di-325

rect photon-induced double core-hole production which326

has become an important subject in studies addressing327

molecular structures and dynamics.328
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